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Compounds that contain C-H and C-C bonds

Yes, but no…
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poly- =  many
-mer =  parts

one “mer” =
monomer

Polyethylene, an organic polymer



Electrical (high-voltage cables)

Thermal (polystyrene cups)



Electrical (high-voltage cables)

Thermal (copper pans)
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Hideki Shirakawa and Hyung Chick Pyun

According to Shirakawa’s recount, in their studies on 

acetylene polymerization he and his collaborator Hyung 

Chick Pyun accidentally used a concentration of catalysts 

that was a thousand times too high, obtaining a silver film 

composed of crystalline fibres.

=

polyacetylene



Nobel prize
in Chemistry
2000

Shirakawa continued to experiment on the chemistry of polyacetylene films, trying to transform them into 

graphite by exposure to halogen vapours — he paid less attention, though, to what was happening to their 

electrical properties. MacDiarmid, who met Shirakawa at a seminar in Tokyo, invited him to the University of 

Pennsylvania to perform those experiments with Heeger. Together, they observed a conductivity increase by 

various orders of magnitude, which marked the official entrance of conjugated polymers into the realm of 

conducting materials.



“conducting” polymer“regular” polymer
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Conjugation allows interaction with light and electrons

electrons move all over





polyethylene (insulating polymer)
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polyethylene (insulating polymer)

metal wire

polyacetylene (“semiconducting” polymer)

electrons move all over

electrons stuck in place

electrons move all over, but still quite slow



polyacetylene (“conducting” polymer)

electrons move all over

+

=

Copper-like conductivity!

Iodine vapour



Same principle for conjugated polymers!



Conjugated polymers are designed to be processed as inks

Solvent Solution (ink)

polymer

Printing on flexible substrates



conductingsemiconducting

(electricity→ light)

(light→ electricity)

(electricity→ chemical)

(heat →electricity)



According to the 
Organic Electronics 
Association (OE-A)

Sweden has a 
considerable

activity!

www.oe-a.org



“Wallpaper TV”

approx. 75 000 SEK !! 





Printed integrated 
temperature logger 
for Doctors Without 
Borders 







Galvani/Volta experiments



Stavrindou research group
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2021/mh/d1mh01423d

Electrically conducting plant-conjugated polymer hybrids
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